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                404 - Page not found

                
                    Sorry, the content you were looking for cannot be found or is restricted to logged in users.                

            

                        Here are some of our recent projects:

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Exciting Spanish Advertisement Voiceover
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I am looking for an outstanding, fluent Spanish-speaking male voice actor with an engaging and energetic style to bring life to an advertisement. Your voice should be both appealing and persuasive, capable of captivating an audience and driving action. 

Preferred Expertise:
•	Extensive experience in radio or advertisement voiceover
•	Proficient in delivering engaging and energetic style...
                                            


                    
                                                    Advertising
                                                    Audio Production
                                                    Audio Services
                                                    Commercials
                                                    Voice Talent
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹20844 - ₹62531
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    ₹20844 - ₹62531
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Corporate Brochure Writing & Designing
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I am in need of a seasoned professional with expertise in both content creation and design, to help me craft a compelling marketing brochure. This brochure will be used for emailing to corporate executives, to introduce myself and the services I offer.

Some key points to consider for this project:
- The main aim of the brochure is to introduce myself and the services I provide. It should be conci...
                                            


                    
                                                    Article Writing
                                                    Content Writing
                                                    Copywriting
                                                    Ghostwriting
                                                    Marketing
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹2501 - ₹20844
                                                

                    


                                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                                            
                                    Sealed                                
                            
                            
                                                    

                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    ₹2501 - ₹20844
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Urgent Virtual Assistant for Administrative Tasks -- 2
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I urgently need an experienced virtual assistant to help me with a variety of administrative tasks. You'll be in charge of several key areas:

- Email Management: The ideal candidate should be familiar with organizing and managing an email inbox in a professional and efficient manner.

- Scheduling Appointments: The ability to coordinate busy schedules and set appointments is crucial for this...
                                            


                    
                                                    Customer Support
                                                    Data Entry
                                                    Data Processing
                                                    Excel
                                                    Virtual Assistant
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹1417 / hr
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹1417 / hr
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            12 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Urgent Solidworks Prototyping
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm in urgent need of a skilled Solidworks designer for an immediate prototyping project. 

- Purpose: The intention is to prototype a specific object design using Solidworks. The details of the object to be prototyped will be provided upon initiation.

- Skills and Experience: It's essential for the freelancer to have extensive experience in Solidworks with focus on 3D prototyping. Expe...
                                            


                    
                                                    CAD/CAM
                                                    Manufacturing Design
                                                    Mechanical Engineering
                                                    Product Design
                                                    Solidworks
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹2751 / hr
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹2751 / hr
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            17 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Real-time Binance Data Bypass in Excel
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    Utilizing my knowledge of Excel and APIs, I need a freelancer to exceed Power Query's data size limitations. This is to compile a list of 266 pairs from Binance, which will be sent to you. The final output must:

- Bypass Power Query's current limitation from 1000 to 2584.
- Arrange the pairs in order of their price.

Your solution will enable real-time updates of this data in Excel. It ...
                                            


                    
                                                    Algorithm
                                                    C++ Programming
                                                    Data Processing
                                                    Excel
                                                    Visual Basic
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹1668
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹1668
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            7 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Wix to Wordpress Migration
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I am seeking a skilled developer for a straightforward project: I need to migrate my existing Wix website to Wordpress or static HTML with a key focus on preserving the content structure. No SEO optimization is necessary. 

Ideal skills/attributes:
- Wordpress knowledge
- Knowledge of Wix platform
- Attention to detail in order to maintain content structure

Please note that no changes are require...
                                            


                    
                                                    HTML
                                                    Web Hosting
                                                    Website Design
                                                    Wix
                                                    WordPress
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹11923
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹11923
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            48 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Educational Unity AR project help 
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm seeking an experienced Unity AR developer that specializes in AR. I need help with a project I already started, it's an AR robotics Lab App for iOS. I want to be able to add zoom+pam touchscreen experience. I'm very new with Unity, and I need help. 

Key skills and experience for this job include:

- Proficient in Unity AR development

By providing an interactive and immersive l...
                                            


                    
                                                    C# Programming
                                                    Game Development
                                                    iPhone
                                                    Mobile App Development
                                                    Unity 3D
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹11089
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹11089
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            49 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Advanced SP3D Electrical Design - Oil/Gas
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    For this project, I require an advanced SP3D electrical designer with a solid foundation in the oil and gas sector. The professional will be responsible for tasks including but not limited to equipment layout design, cable tray routing, and RACEWAY modeling. 

Required Skillset:

1. Advanced SP3D Design Knowledge
2. Experience in Equipment Layout Design
3. Proficiency in Cable Tray Routing
4. Fami...
                                            


                    
                                                    Electrical Engineering
                                                    Engineering
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹27014
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹27014
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            7 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Collectors Forge Modern Logo & Banner
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I am seeking a creative and professional designer to craft a logo and banner for my trading card company, Collectors Forge.

What I'm after:

- A clean, modern design approach. a unique font for company name.

- Emphasize on the company name, accompanied by an abstract design.

- Incorporation of elements that hint towards trading cards.

Ideal Experience:

- Proven success in logo and banner...
                                            


                    
                                                    Banner Design
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    Illustrator
                                                    Logo Design
                                                    Photoshop
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹262881
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹262881
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            13 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            African French Voice Over Needed
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    Hello,
Greetings of the day!!

We are looking for a French African VO artist for our ongoing project.

Source Language: English
Target Language: French African
Samples: E-learning VO sample

If interested then please share your E-learning VO samples with us.

Hope to hear form you soon.

Regards
                                            


                    
                                                    Voice Acting
                                                    Voice Artist
                                                    Voice Over
                                                    Voice Talent
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    ₹5253
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    ₹5253
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            4 bids
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                Need to hire a freelancer for a job?

                
                    It's free to sign up, type in what you need & receive free quotes in seconds                
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